A North American leader in precast concrete structures and systems.
The success of The Prestressed Group has been built on exceeding customers’ expectations of what defines quality. It is not only a perfectly designed and manufactured component, but also the value-added services we offer, such as exceptional customer service, meeting your fast track schedules and constantly striving for innovative ways to meet your needs.

Loris Collavino - C.E.O.
The Prestressed Group
Our Core Values

Health and Safety
Maintaining strict safety procedures at every level of our operation.

Quality
Ensuring consistent quality in all products and services.

Sustainability
Helping make a better tomorrow by incorporating sustainable practices today.

Community
Participating as an active member of the communities we serve.

A New Standard
Exceptional customer experience in manufacturing and the installation of our products requires setting a new standard for industry quality. THE PRESTRESSED GROUP brings knowledge and experience together as a responsive provider of customized prestressed/precast solutions.

What People Are Saying

"The products supplied by The Prestressed Group were of superior quality. There were no issues with delivery requirements from The Prestressed Group in their contribution to meet the aggressive schedule. Once again, it was a pleasure working with the individuals from The Prestressed Group on this project."

Brad Metzger, Site Superintendent, EllisDon Construction

THE PRESTRESSED GROUP has drawn on over 40 years of experience to provide superior concrete products. This translates into continuously exceeding customers’ expectations and contributes to exceptional industry standards. We pride ourselves as a leader in the manufacturing and installation of prestressed concrete solutions. We serve the North American construction market with customized precast solutions, seamless delivery and personalized service.
The most responsive and knowledgeable provider of customized precast solutions

PSI PRESTRESSED SYSTEMS INC.
4955 Walker Road
Windsor, Ontario, N9A 6J3
PH. 519.737.1216

IPS INTERNATIONAL PRECAST SOLUTIONS, LLC
60 Haltiner Avenue
River Rouge, Michigan, 48218
PH. 313.843.0073

HOLLOWCORE INCORPORATED
60 Haltiner Avenue
River Rouge, Michigan, 48218
PH. 313.962.9189